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Plaintiffs,
Civil Action No.

v.

GPB PRIME HOLDINGS, LLC AND
AUTOMILE PARENT HOLDINGS, LLC.
Defendants.
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COMPLAINT
Preliminary Statement
1.

Plaintiffs David Rosenberg ('‘Rosenberg”), the Rosenberg Family Nominee Trust

(“Rosenberg Trust”) and the Rosenberg Family Nominee l rust/Sawdran (“Rosenberg Sawdran
Trust”) (collectively “Plaintiffs”), bring this action against the above-named Defendants for
breach of contract. Specifically, Plaintiffs arc bringing this action as a result of the Defendants'
violation of their obligations under a March 1, 2019 Amended and Restated Repurchase
Agreement (the “Amended Repurchase Agreement”). Under the express terms of that
Agreement, the Defendants were required to pay the Plaintiffs $5.9 million on July 1, 2019.
Defendants failed to make the required payment on July 1,2019.
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2.

The Defendants failure to make the required payment is not only a breach of

contract, but also an act of retaliation against the Plaintiffs. The Defendants’ purpose in
breaching the contract was to retaliate against Plaintiffs for Rosenberg's efforts to address
fraudulent and wrongful activity by the Defendants' parent company and affiliates.
3.

The Defendants arc controlled by a private equity fund, GPB Capital Holdings,

LLC (“OPR Capital"), which has raised over $1,5 billion dollars from investors - and has
engaged in a massive securities fraud. Despite GPB Capital's clear obligation to provided
audited financial statements to their investors, they have been unable to do so for the past two
years. Worse, their original auditors resigned in 2018 without completing their 2017 audit and
withdrew their audit opinions for earlier years. GPB Capital is currently under investigation by,
among others, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (‘ SEC”) and the federal
Bureau of Investigation (“FBI").
4.

Rosenberg is currently CEO of one of the Defendants' largest investments, a

network of automotive dealerships doing business as the Prime Automotive Group (“PAG").
Prior to 2017, Rosenberg was the owner and operator of Prime Motor Group (“Prime"), which at
that time was one of the largest automotive dealership groups in New England.1 In 2017,
Defendant GPB Capital Holdings LLC (“GPB Capital”), who had been making a series of
investments in automotive dealerships around the country through its various holding companies,
made a significant investment in Prime Motor Group and asked Rosenberg to oversee all of their

1 Rosenberg, together with family and a financial backer, founded and operated Prime Motor Group. Following the
transaction through which the GPB funds purchased a controlling share in Prime Motor Group, the entire portfolio
of dealerships under GPB Capital Holdings’ management began doing business as Prime Automotive Group. Thus,
throughout this Complaint, “Prime Motor Group” or "Prime" refers to the pre-transaction Rosenberg dealerships.
“Prime Automotive Group” or “PAG” refers to the broader post-transaction portfolio of dealerships.
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automotive dealerships. The combined portfolio of dealerships began doing business as the
“Prime Automotive Group.’*
As CEO of P AG. Rosenberg became aware of information and documents
showing serious financial misconduct on the part of GPB Capital, relating to its management of
the dealership portfolio it operated before it acquired an interest in Prime.
6.

In May 2019, in response to questions posed by the current auditors for GPB

Capital and its affiliates, Rosenberg provided truthful information to the auditors regarding the
financial misconduct. Rosenberg then received a threatening letter from GPB Capital’s outside
counsel seeking to silence him. Around that same time, GPB Capital and the Defendants then
took steps to have Rosenberg replaced, something that potentially put the entire dealership
business in jeopardy.
7.

On June 5. 2019, Rosenberg presented information to GPB Capital and the

Defendants regarding the financial misconduct and requested that they take steps to preserve the
value of the dealerships. They refused to take any action.
8.

On June 11. 2019, Rosenberg notified GPB Capital that he had provided

information and documents to the SEC showing GPB Capital’s serious financial misconduct. In
retaliation. GPB Capital and the Defendants again took steps to replace Rosenberg as CEO of
Prime Automotive Group and refused to make the required $5.9 million payment to the

Plaintiffs.
9.

By this action, Plaintiffs seek enforcement of the contractual payment, damages,

interest and such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate in light of the
Defendants’ breach of contract, which represents clear retaliation against Plaintiffs for
Rosenberg’s efforts to bring to light the financial misconduct.
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10.

Plaintiff Rosenberg is an individual who resides in Massachusetts. Rosenberg,

together with his family and a financial backer, founded, owned, and operated Prime Motor
Group, a chain of automobile dealerships headquartered in Massachusetts, for approximately ten
years.
11.

Plaintiff Rosenberg Trust is a Massachusetts trust held for the benefit of certain

members of the Rosenberg Family. It is owed a portion of the $5.9 million.
12.

Plaintiff Rosenberg S aw'dran Trust is a Massachusetts trust held for the benefit of

certain members of the Rosenberg Family. It is ou'ed a portion of the S5.9 million
13.

Defendant GPB Prime Holdings, LLC (;‘GPB Prime”) is a Delaware LLC with a

principal place of business in New York. GPB Prime is a holding company within the GPB
Capital automodve portfolio and owns a majority interest in Automile Parent Holdings, LLC
(“Automile Parent”). Upon information and belief, GPB Prime is effectively under the control of
David Gentile, the principal of GPB Capital; however, the ultimate beneficial ownership rests
with GPB Capital’s investors.
14.

Defendant Automile Parent is a Delaware LLC with a principal place of business

in Massachusetts. Automile Parent was part of the Prime Motor Group organizational structure.
and now operates as a holding company for certain PAG dealerships, including the dealerships
that were part of Prime.
15.

All three Plaintiffs have an ownership interest in Automile Parent.

16.

Automile Parent is managed by a five-person board of managers. Under the

Automile Parent Operating Agreement, four of the managers are designated by GPB Prime, and
the other manager is Rosenberg.
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17.

Upon information and belief, the four managers of Aulomile Parent who are

designated by GPB Prime, effectively serve at the sole discretion of Gentile.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
18.

The exercise of personal jurisdiction over Defendants is proper pursuant to

Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 223A §§ 2 and 3. Both Defendants transact business
within the Commonwealth.
19.

Jurisdiction and venue is also appropriate in this court because substantial events

took place in Norfolk County and because Defendants agreed that disputes over the Agreement
could be adjudicated in this Court. Specifically, the Agreement provides, in pertinent part;
The parties agree that any suit, action or other legal proceeding that is commenced to
resolve any matter arising under or relating to any provision in this Agreement shall be
commenced only in a court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (or, if appropriate, a
federal court located within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts), in either case located
in Norfolk County, and the parlies consent to the jurisdiction of such court.
20.

Upon information and belief, Massachusetts individual investors are members of

LLC’s which, in turn, hold interests directly or indirectly in GPB Prime ar.d Automile Parent
Holdings.
BACKGROUND
Prime
21.

The Rosenberg family has owned and operated car dealerships in and around

Massachusetts for over fifty years. Rosenberg’s father, the late Ira Rosenberg, was a legendary
car salesman who built one of the most successful automotive dealership families in New
England.
22.

Rosenberg, who has been involved in the auto dealership business virtually his

entire life, has himself successfully run several automotive dealerships. He is well-known and
5

well-regarded by manufacturers throughout the industry, Rosenberg's tra.-k record and
reputation is particularly important to the successful operation of dealerships because
manufacturer approval is critically important to the life of a dealership. Manufacturers are
extremely protective of their brands, and must approve of both the owner and the dealer-operator
of dealerships selling their vehicles. Any change to the ownership or replacement of the dealeroperator must meet the approval of the dealership's manufacturers. Without manufacturer
approval, the dealership cannot exist.
23.

In 2006, Rosenberg along with other partners founded Prime. By 2017,

Rosenberg had grown Prime to more than 20 dealerships and related businesses with over 1.000
employees.
GPU Capital
24.

GPB Capital claims to be an alternative asset management firm based in New

York. As described in its promotional materials, GPB Capital follows a “private equity'1
structure for its asset management, in that framework, the asset manager (in this case GPB
Capital) sets up a fund, often organized as a limited partnership, l he asset manager then markets
and sells equity shares in the fund to investors. The investors buy into the fund as limited
partners, and the asset manager, acting as the general partner and investment manager, invests
the fund's cash assets in operating businesses.
25.

Upon information and belief, GPB Capital was founded by Gentile as an

outgrowth of an accounting firm based on Long Island.
26.

GPB Capital's investments are illiquid, high commission and high fee products.

GPB Capital acts as general partner overseeing the funds and draws substantial fees from the
investments.
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27.

l'Pon information and belief, GPB Capital raises funds through a network of

broker-dealers around the country who, along with GPB Capital, market the GPB Capital
investments largely to individual investors. Upon information and belief, the lead broker for the
investments is an entity called Ascendant Capital based in Texas. Upon information and belief,
Gentile is a part-owner of Ascendant.
28.

Upon information and belief, GPB Capital has taken in from investors over $1.5

29.

GPB Capital claims to have funds that invest in various businesses ranging from

billion.

health care to waste management.
30.

Upon information and belief, in or about 2011, GPB Capita! decided to invest in

automotive dealerships. Between 2012 and 2017, GPB Capital raised money for its funds by
soliciting investors to make investments in automotive dealerships. GPB Capital then used the
GPB funds to purchase interests in automobile dealerships. Upon information and belief, GPB
Capital represented to investors that they would receive monthly distributions to investors that
would consist “100%” of funds from operations and would run at an 8% annual rate of return.
Upon information and belief, GPB actually .funded the distributions in large part with investor
contributions rather than funds from operations.
31.

•

Upon information and belief GPB Capital’s largest investment currently is in

automotive dealerships. Upon information and belief, GPB Capital has used investor funds to
expend over $700 million on investments in automotive dealerships.
32.

The GPB funds’ interests are held through a series of wholly-owned or majority

owned subsidiaries that, in turn, own the dealerships. Upon information and belief, GPB Capital
acts as the general partner to the funds and, in turn, oversee the subsidiaries.
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33.

Three funds that are relevant to the GPD Capital investments in automotive

dealerships are: GPB Holdings, LP (“Holdings I”); GPB Aulomolive Portfolio, LP (“GPB
Automotive”); and GPB Holdings 11, LP (“Holdings 11”).
34.

As of 2017,.GPB Capital made investments through various intermediate entities,

including Holdings I and GPB Automotive in approximately twenty (20) dealerships in four
different markets around the country: Houston, IX; Pittsburgh, PA; the New York-New Jersey
Connecticut tri-state area, and Syracuse, NY.
GPB Capital Investment in Prime
35.

In early 2017, Rosenberg was approached by a broker asking if he would be

interested in selling Prime to the GPB funds. At the lime, Rosenberg and his partners were not
actively seeking to market or sell Prime.
36.

Discussions progressed and on or about May 12, 2017, GPB Capital and an

affiliate, GPB Prime (which is beneficially owned by certain GPB funds, including Holdings II
and Automotive Portfolio), executed a Purchase and Sale Agreement (“P&S Agreement”)..
Under the terms of the P&S Agreement, GPB Capital, through GPB Prime, made an
approximately S235 million investment in Prime pursuant to which GPB purchased a passive
majority interest in the Prime Motor Group business. In a separate transaction, GPB Capital
purchased the real estate associated with the Prime dealerships. Rosenberg (either directly or
through the family trusts) was to continue to hold a material ownership interest in the Prime
Motor Group dealerships and continue to operate them.
37.

GPB Capital’s funds could only be a passive investor in the Prime dealerships

because GPB Capital did not have either the expertise to run dealerships or, more importantly,
the necessary reputation and track record with manufacturers to be approved as a dealer-operator.
8

Although dealerships arc independently owned and operated, manufacturers retain the ability to
terminate dealership franchises if they do not approve of the dealership owners or operators.
Rosenberg has a lengthy track record of successfully running automotive dealerships and is one
of the most respected executives in the industry. The OPR Capital principals, including Gentile,
had no experience, and the individual who had been running the various dealerships GPB had
acquired before the Prime investment, Jeff Lash, did not have either a track record or a good
reputation with manufacturers.
38.

The purchase closed in September 2017. Following the transaction, Holdings II

and Automotive Portfolio, which were funded with investor money, owned a combined 90%
economic interest in Automile Parent through various intermediate entities.
39.

As set forth in the P&S Agreement, Plaintiffs retained a 10% economic interest

and 23.75% ownership interest in Automilc Parent. Plaintiffs retained the 23.75% ownership
interest because, as discussed above, manufacturers would not have approved the Holdings II
and Automotive Portfolio investments in the Prime dealership network without the Rosenberg
parties retaining a significant ownership interest in the successor entity.
40-

After the transaction closed, GPB Capital asked Rosenberg to replace Lash as

head of the GPB funds’ entire automotive portfolio, which included not only the legacy Prime
Motor Group dealerships, but the dealerships in New York and elsewhere in which GPB had
invested before the Prime investment.
41.

Rosenberg agreed to operate the entire portfolio. 1 le was given the title of CEO

and President of the Prime Automotive Group, a d/b/a that covered the various dealerships in
which GPB Capi:al had invested.
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The Agreement
42.

[n late 2017, around the time of the closing, Rosenberg and Automile Parent also

entered into the original form of the Repurchase Agreement that is now at issue in this case.
Under the terms of the Agreement, Automile Parent agreed to purchase all of Rosenberg’s equity
at a predetermined valuation, if certain events were to occur. The Agreement has been
renegotiated and revised several times since the closing, with the most recent renegotiation
resulting in tire Amended Repurchase Agreement dated March 1,2019,
43.

in the Amended Repurchase Agreement, GPB Prime and Automile Parent agreed,

inter alia, to a “pul” option at a predetermined fair market value applicable to Rosenberg’s
shares. Under Section 5.1 of the Agreement, upon written notice by Rosenberg, “[Automile
Parent) shall repurchase all of the [Rosenberg family’s] Membership Interests by paying the
initial Period SMI FMV to the [Rosenbergs]..Section 4.1 of the Agreement defines the Initial
Period SMI FMV as $23,572,763. The purchase was contemplated to take place through four
separate installments over the four years following the election.
44.

The Amended Repurchase Agreement also provides that “if the Purchaser makes

payment of the first installment more than ninety (90) days following the date of the... Option
Exercise... then interest shall accrue and be payable on the amount of the unpaid installment
from the applicable due date until the installment is paid in full at a rate equal to the 30 day Libor
rate + 5%, payable monthly....'’
45.

The Amended Repurchase Agreement also restated the ownership proportions of

Automile Parent to account for the manner in which numerous dealership acquisitions were
funded after the 2017 GPB Capital Investment.
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46.

On or about April 1.2019, Rosenberg exercised his “put" option, which required

Aulomilc Parent to pay $5,893,190.25 within 90 days, or by July L 2019.
GPB Capital’s Financial Misconduel
47.

In his capacity as CEO of the GPB funds’ combined automotive portfolio,

Rosenberg had to become familiar with the historical finances of the legacy GPB dealerships,
the dealerships that GPB Capital had acquired and managed prior to bringing Rosenberg on
to run the combined portfolio.
48.

In the course of running the combined automotive portfolio, Rosenberg and his

management team encountered information and documents showing that GPB Capital had
engaged in financial misconduct beginning at least as far back as 2014.
49.

This misconduct took many forms, but, in general it included (a) the fabrication of

revenue through the use of fictitious contracts, (b) self-dealing transactions on the part of GPB
principals, including Gentile; and (c) undisclosed related-party transactions that benefitted Lash.
Upon information and belief, GPB Capital and Gentile engaged in this conduct for essentially
two reasons: (a) lo make it appear to investors that profits from the automotive investments were
higher than they actually were (and, correspondingly, to conceal the truth that investors were
receiving distributions largely from the capital other investors had contributed); and (b) to
misappropriate the investor funds for their own personal purposes.
50.

By way of example, Rosenberg saw two contracts entiiled, “Performance

Guaranty/' purporting to show that in February 2014, Lash had personally guaranteed the 2014
performance of two Volkswagen dealerships acquired by GPB, and had agreed to pay any
deficiency if the dealership's net profit for the year were below $450,000 and $150,000,
respectively. GPB Capital issued letters addressed to Lash dated March 18,2015, noting a
11

deficiency and seeking payment totaling $1,136,201. The 2014 year-end financial statements for
Holdings I, issued on April 30, 2015, reported that for the year ended December 31, 2014,
approximately $1,100,000 was paid... into the dealerships” on the basis of the Performance
Guaranties with Lash and similar agreements with a different dealer-operator.
51.

Upon information and belief, however, Lash had never guaranteed the

performance of the two Volkswagen dealerships, GPB Capital never expected him to pay, and
indeed, he never paid the substantial majority of the supposed profit. Ultimately, most of the
supposed debt was waived as part of a settlement agreement between GPB Capital and Lash
nearly four years later.
52.

Rosenberg also saw documents showing that in April 2016, GPB Capital had used

a similar stratagem to fabricate over $1 million of net profit for 2015 in order to boost the profit
GPB Capital could report. Specifically, Rosenberg saw' documents showing that as GPB was
preparing documents for the 2015 year-end audit, it was over $1 million short in revenue it had
planned for.
53.

•
The documents show that GPB Capital personnel, including Gentile, weighed

different options to manufacture profit, including the return of management fees paid to Gentile.
Eventually. Gentile and other GPB Capital executives decided to fabricate another contract with
Lash. The fabricated contract, which GPB again called a “Performance Guaranty,” was created,
upon information and belief, in April 2016, but was back-dated to January 1, 2015 to make it
appear that it had been in place for the entirety of 2015. The Performance Guaranty purported to
have Lash “guarantee” a certain amount of profit from a certain dealership for 2015.
54.

Rosenberg and his staff, all of whom have extensive experience in the automotive

dealership business, had never seen such a document before, inasmuch as it purported to show
12

Lash personally guaranteeing revenues for a dealership the GPB funds had purchased from
someone else anc Lash didn’t really own. Upon further review, Rosenberg and his staff were
unable to find any evidence that Lush had ever paid the guarantee or ever had any ability or
intent to pay the guarantee. Lash eventually told a member of Rosenberg’s executive team that
the contract was “fictitious" and “was never supposed to be paid back.” In April 2016, GPB
Capital had one of its subsidiaries wire $700,000 to an account associated with Lash. That same
day, the same Lash account deposited $ 1,050,000 in an account for one of the GPB funds. Upon
information and belief, the purpose of the transfer to the I-ash account was to provide Lash with
most of the funds to pay the fictitious "performance guaranty.”
55.

Rosenberg also saw documents showing a form of “round tripping,” which is an

improper technique to inflate revenue. Rosenberg and his executive team saw documents
showing that, in 2016, the head of a dealership group owned by one of the GPB Capital's funds
(Holdings I) sent a payment of $3,200,000 to the GPB Capital funds that was recorded as
revenue for 2015, but on that very same day those same funds sent $2.100,000 to the head of that
same dealership group as ‘‘working capital.” Upon information and belief, the purpose of this
“round-trip” transaction was to conceal the fact that the dealership group was not truly
generating $3,200,000 in operating revenue for distribution.
56.

Rosenberg also saw documents showing that Gentile and Lash had tunneled

nearly $2,000,000 in revenue to entities they controlled, including some under the guise of
“management fees.” For the year 2015, $201,706 was transferred to Emdykycol, Inc., and
$201,706 was transferred to Jachirijo, Inc., an entity owned by Gentile. Upon information and
belief. Emdykycol. Inc. is owned by Lash and is owned by Gentile. Dealership funds have also
been siphoned off to LSG Auto Wholesale, an entity named for Lash, Schneider (a close
13

associate of Gentile), and Gentile. Upon information and belief, the payments described above
served no legitimate business purpose nor were they disclosed to investors.
57.

in several instances, vehicles belonging to dealerships were provided to third

parties, including professional athletes and an investor in the GPB Funds. Upon information and
belief, no business purpose existed for the provision of those vehicles. The status of the vehicles
was not properly accounted for; and the cost for use of the vehicles ultimately fell on the
dealerships.
58.

Li another transaction with, upon information and belief, no legitimate business

purpose, GPB Capital purchased a Ferrari automobile for $355,000 through one of the GPB
Funds5 dealerships in December 2014. The vehicle was subsequently transferred to another GPB
Fund dealership and sold for a loss of SI 83,000 three years later, with only 1700 miles driven in
the interim. The purpose of this transaction remains unclear but it was clearly not for any
legitimate business purpose and tile resulting loss was home by investors in the GPB funds.
59.

In another instance, Lash, upon information and belief, improperly drew, on a

dealership's behalf, an advance of S750.000 that he labelled a “retention bonus,” and then
distributed to himself and several others.
60.

Separately, upon information and belief, following the close of a dealership

purchase, Lash and others who worked on the automotive portfolio inexplicably received
approximately $100,000 worth of spoiling vehicles and equipment in, upon information and
belief, an apparent kickback arrangement.
61.

Lash and others tied to certain GPB Funds' dealerships also orchestrated kickback

payments to themselves of S100 per vehicle for every Canadian used car purchase. Upon
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information and belief, this

arrangement resulted in thousands of dollars diverted from investor

distributions.
GPB Capital’s Cover-Up
62.

Rosenberg also learned that GPB Capital, its executives and principals (including

Gentile) and its outside attorneys were engaged in extensive efforts to cover-up the misconduct
in order to lull the investors in the GPB funds into thinking that their investments were safe and
that any losses were due to legitimate business events rather than their own misconduct.
63.

Much of GPB Capital's efforts to cover up their misconduct stem from two events

in addition to the overall scheme to defraud. First, in March 2018, a former dealer in the GPB
network. Patrick Dibrc (“Dibre”), filed a counterclaim against GPB Capital in an ongoing
dispute in New York over certain dealerships originally owned by Dibre. In his counterclaim,
Dibre alleged that GPB Capital had been involved in financial misconduct and had been
defrauding its investors. Second, GPB Capital was undergoing an audit for purposes of
preparing audited financial statements for the year 2017. Although GPB Capital was expected to
issue audited financial statements by April 30. 2018, it was unable to do so because the auditors
who had many unresolved issues with, among other things, previously undisclosed related party
transactions, were unwilling to provide a clean audit opinion.
• 64.

In or about the summer of 2018, GPB Capital's audit firm, Crowe Horwalh

(‘‘Crowe”) ceased its work and informed GPB Capital that it would not be able to provide a clean
audit opinion for 2017 and that it was withdrawing its previous clean opinions for 2015 and
2016. Crowe stated that those earlier financial statements should not be relied upon. Crowe
eventually resigned completely from the engagement.
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65,

Rosenberg then observed several efforts on the part of GPB Capital and its

principals and agents to mislead third panics, including GPB Capital’s own investors about the
true nature of the misconduct.

66.
spoke

to

In September 2018, for example, GPB Capital and Ascendant representatives

several brokers who had expressed concerns about the announcement that Crowe had

stopped working on the audit. Rosenberg attended the call, which was recorded. On that call
GPB Capital and Ascendant personnel made a series of materially misleading and outright false
statements about the circumstances of Crowe's withdrawal. They also falsely reported that a
second firm, Stonetum Group LLC, had completed a full forensic audit of GPB Capital and
given GPB Capital a clean bill of health. Rosenberg, who participated in the call, demanded
after the call that GPB Capital and Ascendant correct their misstatements. To date, no correction
had been made.
67.

Another example of GPB Capital's efforts to lull and mislead its investors came

during the fall of 2018 and continued into the winter and spring of 2019. GPB Capital is
required to perform on a quarterly basis a valuation of the dealerships. Rosenberg and his staff
had consistently informed GPB Capital that the valuations GPB Capital had been reporting to
investors were inflated because the GPB funds' financial reports carried the dealerships at their
purchase prices, which, in ensuing years, did not accurately represent their value. Rosenberg and
his staff consistently reported information to GPB Capital regarding the true valuation of the
dealerships. GPB Capital, however, refused to adjust the valuation. It was not until June 21,
2019, upon information and belief after Fidelity Investments informed GPB Capital that it would
no longer carry its investments on its platform, that GPB Capital announced that it was cutting
the valuation of the automotive dealership investments dramatically.
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68.
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Other examples that

are particularly germane to the breach of contract alleged

here, relate to the efforts GPB Capital has taken l

o conceal material information about ihe GPB

funds automotive dealerships from auditors, previously Crowe, and now' EisnerAmper
(“Eisner”).
69

In March of 201 8, an employee of GPB Capital who had worked closely with

Lash on all matters relating to the automotive portfolio, ended his employment with GPB
Capital. In connection with his departure, the employee provided Rosenberg and his stall with
information relating to prior misconduct at the legacy GPB dealerships, which had occurred
before Rosenberg's involvement with GPB’s automotive portfolio.
70.

Upon information and belief, when Gentile learned of the information the

employee provided, he did not attempt to address or remedy any of the issues the employee had
identified. Instead, he attempted to suppress the information, to ensure, in particular, that the
information be withheld from Crowe.
71.

Later, following Crowe’s resignation, GPB Capital retained Eisner to perform the

audit work that Crowe refused to perform. Upon information and belief, one ol' the crucial issues
that had emerged during the Crowe audit was the revelation that there had been numerous
undisclosed and inappropriate related party transactions.
72.

In May 2019, Rosenberg received a “Related Party Questionnaire” that he was to

answer as part ofthe audit. Upon information and belief, Eisner required this questionnaire to be
answered as part of the audit. The Questionnaire asked several questions, including questions
regarding transactions that did not appear to have a legitimate business purpose. Rosenberg, w-ho
was aware of the information set forth above, including the fictitious performance guarantees,
provided that information in his response and sent it to GPB Capital and the auditors.
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73.
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A short time later,

Capital’s outside counsel.

on May 21. 2019, Rosenberg received a letter from GPB

The letter was threatenin 8- !t Maimed, falsely, that Rosenberg’s

responses were not properly called for by the Questionnaire.

It then alleged that it was somehow

'‘inappropriate’' for Rosenberg to provide the auditors with the information GPB Capital’s
outside counsel made the astonishing claim that the Questionnaire, which truthfully responded to
the questions asked, was somehow not “accepted” and therefore a nullity.
74.

On June 4. 2019, Rosenberg, along with members of his executive team,

presented this information he bad learned about GBP Capital’s financial misconduct to the
Automile Parent Board of Managers (“Board”). Among other things, Roser.berg informed the
Board that GPB Capital’s misconduct had pul the dealerships at risk.
75.

Rosenberg noted that two critical stakeholders in the dealership business —

manufacturers and lenders - were at risk of withdrawing from their business relationships with
the dealerships. Due to GPB Capital’s inability to complete the audit, the dealerships were in
default on their loan covenants. The lenders had entered into forbearance agreements at
substantial cost as a condition of extending the credit relationships. Some manufacturers had
sent notices of termination as a consequence of GPB Capital’s inability to complete the audit,
among other things. Withdrawal of lender and manufacturer support would be disastrous for the
dealership, making them essentially worthless.
76.

The Board, which, upon information and belief, is controlled by Gentile, who can

unilaterally remove and replace managers, refused to take any corrective action.
77.

Instead, they informed Rosenberg that GPB Capital had hired a new “asset

manager. ” Two days after the June 5, 2019 Board meeting, this new “asse. manager” (Kevin
Westfall) demanded to be provided access to all of the Prime Automotive Group’s operations.
18

Westfall further claimed that he

was entitled to be involved and have control over operations.

This was in direct violation of the relevant
provide that Rosenberg was to have all

operating and manufacturer agreements, which

control of operations. Upon information and belief, this

asure was intended as retaliation against Rosenberg for reporting Defendants’ improprieties to
the SEC.
78.

Rosenberg communicated with GPB Capital about Westfall. GPB Capital

informed Rosenberg that GPB Capital intended Westfall’s role to remain at the GPB Capital
level only and that he was not going to be involved in operations.
79.

The Board refused to take any further action to protect the value of the

dealerships. This inaction not only harmed Plaintiffs’ interest in Automile Parent, but also the
investors whose money GPB Capital had used for the investments.
80.

On June 11, 2019, Rosenberg and members of his executive team submitted to the

SEC the information that Rosenberg had provided to the Board on June 5, 2019. Rosenberg
simultaneously notified GPB Capital’s outside counsel of the submission. The submission
includes much of the information regarding the revenue scheme and self-dealing transactions set
forth in this complaint.
81.

Following the submission, Rosenberg learned from one of his manufacturer

partners that GPB Capital intended to replace him with Westfall. Specifically, this partner had
sent Rosenberg a copy of a text from Lash in which Lash had sent a copy of Westfall ’s resume
with a statement that Westfall was Rosenberg’s '‘replacement.” Rosenberg confronted Lash
about this communication and asked Lash where he had heard that Westfall was going to replace
him. Lash said that he had heard it from GPB Capital but refused to identify the individual.
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82.

SCS f° C°mply Wlth the Amended Repurchase Agreement
On July 1,2019, GPB Capital refused to pay the approximately S5.9 Million then

due.
83.

On that day, Rosenberg sent a follow up notification, noting that “the first 25%

payment for my put exercise (or $5,893,190.25) was due today. Since it has not been paid,
interest will start accruing at the 30 day LIBOR rate of 2.4% plus 5.0%, or 7.4%, due monthly. I
will sel up the interest payment to be paid the 1 st of every' month going forward.” Defendants
have refused to reply to or even acknowledge the communication.
84.

Rosenberg sent a second communication on July 8, 2019 demanding compliance

with the Amended Repurchase Agreement. Defendants have refused to reply to that
communications.
85.

It is evident from the Defendants’ actions that they have no intention of

complying with the Amended Repurchase Agreement. It is also evident from the sequence of
events that Defendants are refusing to pay, at least in part, because Rosenberg provided truthful
information to GPB Capital’s auditors and the SEC.
COUNT I
Breach of Contract
86.

The allegations contained in Paragraphs 1-85 are re-alleged and incorporated into

this count as though set forth fully herein.
87.

GPB Prime, Automile Parent, Rosenberg, the Rosenberg Trust, and the Rosenberg

Sawdran Trust entered into the Amended Repurchase Agreement on March 1,2019.
88.

Rcsenberg perfonned all of his obligations under the Amended Repurchase

Agreement and properly exercised his put rights on April 1,2019.
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89.

Having so exercised his right, Defendants

were required to pay him 5,893,190.25

by on July 1,2019
90.

Defendants failed to do so and are in breach of the Amended Repurchase

Agreement,
91.

Defendants' breach of the Amended Repurchase Agreement is causing substantial

harm and damage to Plaintiffs, which damage is exacerbated by Defendant GPB Prime's
continuous and pervasive wrongful conduct, which has served to diminish the value of Plaintiffs’
equity and is threatening to further diminish significantly the value of Plaintiffs' shares.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs David Rosenberg, the Rosenberg Trust, and the Rosenberg
Sawdran Trust respectfully request that this Court;
(1) enter judgment in favor of Plaintiffs;
(2) order Defendants to pay Plaintiffs $5,893,190.25 owed to Plaintiffs pursuant to the
Amended Repurchase Agreement;
(3) award Plaintiffs interest pursuant to the Agreement; and
(4) award Plaintiffs additional remedies to be determined at trial, including but not
limited to, damages, interest and any other relief this Court deems appropriate and
just.
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Dated July 19. 2019

Respectfully Submitted,

1
Jack \V. Pirozzolo (BBO * 564879)
Doreen Rachal (BBO # 667837)
Ben Schwarz (BBO # 692718)
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
60 State Street, 36lb Floor
Boston, MA 02109
Tel. (617) 223-0300
Fax (617) 223-0301
j pirozzolo@sidley.com
drachal@sidley.com
bschwarz@sidlcy.com
Counsel for Plaintiffs
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